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Article 27

A M an W ho T a k e s Ca r e of H is T ools
Sun twists through branches
of the oak tree overhead,
heat crouching like an animal,
St your eyes are on me;
I struggle in the glare.
Sipping beer St mopping sweat,
you lean against your truck,
its compartments open;
row upon row of tools gleam
like stars in a black sky,
the luster filling your glasses . . .
Lifting wooden-handled knives
from the dishwater I had put them in
to soak after dinner last night,
you shook your head, eyes intent,
saying the wood was still a sponge
and would eventually rot away.
“My father was a carpenter,” you added,
“and he always taught me about
taking good care of my tools . . .”
You have me move the jack
for leverage & change my stance
so that I lift with my legs.
Your eyes are on me,
& you tell me how weak I am
as I strain with the lug nuts.
I have never had this much trouble.
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Taking over, you install
the fresh battery St wipe
the carburetor with delicacy;
as I trip the starter, you spray
starter fluid down the choke.
Missing badly on several cylinders,
the engine gasps, turns over, St catches
for the first time in two years;
“It works,” you exclaim.
While it warms, you brush out
the interior with a rag
as though grooming a horse.
Settled in, you lurch off
through the field of the man
who has stored the car for you,
returning in a rattling cloud,
happy in the racket you've raised,
the dust you've kicked up;
my eyes water, Sc I cough.
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